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Abstract
This document proposes a solution for Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF)
Ethernet Tree (E−Tree) support in Virtual Private LAN Service using
LDP Signaling (LDP−VPLS) [RFC4762]. The proposed solution is
characterized by the use of two PWs between a pair of PEs. This
solution is applicable for both VPLS and H−VPLS.
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1. Introduction
This document proposes a solution for Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF)
Ethernet Tree (E−Tree) support in Virtual Private LAN Service using
LDP Signaling (LDP−VPLS) [RFC4762].
[Draft ETree VPLS Req] is used as requirement specification.
The proposed solution is characterized by the use of two PWs between
a pair of PEs, which requires extension to the currnet VPLS standard
[RFC4762].
This solution is applicable for both VPLS and H−VPLS.
The
−
−
−

proposed solution is composed of three main components:
Current standard LDP−VPLS [RFC4762]
Extension to LDP−VPLS specified in this document
PE local split horizon mechanism

2. The Problem
[Draft ETree VPLS Req] identifies the problem when there are two or
more PEs with both Root AC and Leaf AC.
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−E−Tree−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
+−−−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
|
PE1
|
|
PE2
|
+−−−+
| +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ |
+−−−+
|CE1+−−−−AC1−−−−+−−+
| |
| |
+−−+−−−−AC3−−−−+CE3|
+−−−+ (Root AC) | | V | |
| | V | | (Root AC) +−−−+
| | S +−−+−−−−−−PW−−−−−−+−−+ S | |
+−−−+
| | I | |
| | I | |
+−−−+
|CE2+−−−−AC2−−−−+−−+
| |
| |
+−−+−−−−AC4−−−−+CE4|
+−−−+ (Leaf AC) | +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ | (Leaf AC) +−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
Figure 1: Problem Scenario for Leaf−to−Leaf Communication Restriction
When PE2 receives a frame from PE1 via the Ethernet PW,
− PE2 does not know whether the ingress AC is a Leaf AC or not
− PE2 does not have sufficient information to enforce the
Leaf−to−Leaf communication restriction
3. The 2−PW Solution
A simple fix is to carry additional information with each frame on
the PW, indicating whether the frame is originated from a Leaf AC or
a Root AC on the ingress PE.
This solution uses a pair of PWs between a pair of VPLS PEs.
− First PW is used for frames originated from Root ACs
− Second PW is used for frames originated from Leaf ACs
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<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−E−Tree−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
+−−−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
|
PE1
|
|
PE2
|
+−−−+
| +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ |
+−−−+
|CE1+−−−−AC1−−−−+−−+
| |
| |
+−−+−−−−AC3−−−−+CE3|
+−−−+ (Root AC) | | V +−−+−VSI Root PW −+−−+ V | | (Root AC) +−−−+
| | S | |
| | S | |
+−−−+
| | I +−−+−VSI Leaf PW −+−−+ I | |
+−−−+
|CE2+−−−−AC2−−−−+−−+
| |
| |
+−−+−−−−AC4−−−−+CE4|
+−−−+ (Leaf AC) | +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ | (Leaf AC) +−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−−−+
Figure 2: Two−PW Solution for Leaf−to−Leaf Communication Restriction
Extension to current VPLS standard [RFC4762] is required.
4. Extension to VPLS for E−Tree
4.1. AC E−Tree Type
Each AC connected to a specific VPLS instance on a PE MUST have an AC
E−Tree Type attribute, either Leaf AC or Root AC. For backward
compatibility, the default AC E−Tree Type MUST be Root.
This AC E−Tree Type is locally configured on a PE and no signaling is
required between PEs.
4.2. PW VSI Type
Use a pair of PWs to interconnect between a pair of VPLS PEs:
− Root PW use VSI Root PW type
− Leaf PW use VSI Leaf PW type
Both PWs SHALL use the same PW−id. This is for indicating in the
local node that a pair of such PWs are part of the same logical VSI
interface.
On reception, the two PWs SHALL be handled as the same logical VSI
interface with respect to MAC address learning/forwarding, e.g.
traffic SHALL not forwarded between such PWs, MAC addresses arrives
from one of the PWs SHALL be learnt with a common logical VSI
interface.
The VPLS processing entity SHALL send Root originated traffic via
the Root PW, and SHALL send Leaf originated traffic via the Leaf PW.
4.3. Additional Filtering in Data Forwarding
An egress PE SHALL NOT deliver a frame originated from a Leaf AC to
another Leaf AC.
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The following specifies how AC E−Tree type per frame is determined:
− A frame received from a root PW indicates that the frame was
originated from a Root AC.
− A frame received from a leaf PW indicates that the frame was
originated from a Leaf AC.
− For the case where both ingress AC and egress AC are on the same
PE, local split horizon implementation on the PE will be
sufficient, and is not further discussed in this document.
4.4. Root/Leaf PWs Signaling
Signaling of root and leaf PWs is require only when two PWs are used
for interconnecting between pair of VSIs. For this purpose a new PW
types SHALL be used:
− VSI Root PW type SHALL be used to signal a root PW.
− VSI Leaf PW type SHALL be used to signal a leaf PW.
PW type signaling rules remains as defined in [RFC4447].
4.5. Supporting Remote AC
When PW is used to interconnect between VSI and a remote AC (e.g. the
PW1, PW2 in Figure 3), a Ethernet Raw or Ethernet tagged PW types
SHALL be used as defined in [RFC4762].
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−E−Tree−−−−−−−−−−−−>
+−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−+
+−−−−+
| PE1 |
| PE2 |
+−−−+
|
|
| +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ |
|CE1+−−−AC1−−−+−−−−+−PW1−+−+
| |
| |
| |
+−−−+
+−−−+(Root AC)|
|
| |
| |
| |
+−+−−−−AC4−−−−+CE4|
|PE−r|
| | V +−+−VSI Root PW−+−+ V | | (Root AC) +−−−+
+−−−+
|
|
| |
| |
| |
| |
|CE2+−−−AC2−−−+−−−−+−PW2−+−+ S | |
| | S | |
+−−−+(Leaf AC)|
|
| |
| |
| |
| |
+−−−−+
| | I +−+−VSI Leaf PW−+−+ I | |
+−−−+
| |
| |
| |
| |
+−−−+
|CE3+−−−−−−−−AC3−−−−−−−−−+−+
| |
| |
+−+−−−−AC5−−−−+CE5|
+−−−+
(Leaf AC)
| +−−−+ |
| +−−−+ | (Leaf AC) +−−−+
+−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−+
Figure 3: VPLS with Remote AC Connectivity
In addition, the AC type i.e. Root or leaf, SHALL be locally
provisioned on the VSI side to specifies the remote AC E−Tree Type per
PW. Moreover, such PWs that are used for interconnecting between a remote
AC and a VSI SHALL considered as separate logical VSI interfaces with
respect to MAC address learning/forwarding e.g. traffic forwarding between
such PWs is allowed as long as they are not both defined as Leaf.
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In Figure 3, AC1 is remotely interconnected to the VPLS service via
PW1, and AC2 is remotely interconnected to the VPLS service via PW2.
AC1 is a Root AC and therefore the local type for PW1 in PE1 SHALL be
Root.
AC2 is a Leaf AC and therefore the local type for PW2 in PE1 SHALL be
Leaf.
5. Backward Compatibility
VSI root or VSI leaf PW type SHALL be used only in cases where both
PEs are VPLS capable and both supports E−Tree root/leaf.
In a case where one of the peers do not support E−Tree, an Ethernet
Raw or Ethernet tagged PW types SHALL be used as defined in
[RFC4762].
6. Compliance with Requirements
This refers to [Draft ETree VPLS Req] Section 5. Requirements.
The solution prohibits communication between any two Leaf ACs in a
VPLS instance.
The solution allows multiple Root ACs in a VPLS instance.
The solution allows Root AC and Leaf AC of a VPLS instance co−exist
on any PE.
The solution is applicable to LDP−VPLS [RFC4762].
The solution is applicable to Case 1: Single technology "VPLS Only".
7. Security Considerations
This will be added in later version.
8. IANA Considerations
Additional assignments will be required for the new MPLS PW types
introduced in Section 4.2. Details will be added in later version.
9. Acknowledgements
This will be added in later version.
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Abstract
This contribution addresses the service providers’ requirements to
support VPN−Oriented Cloud services. It describes the characteristics
of VPN−oriented Cloud Service and specifies the requirement on how to
maintain and manage the data center resources for those services.
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1. Introduction
Layer 2 and 3 VPN services offer secure and logically dedicated
connectivity among multiple sites for enterprises. VPN−oriented Cloud
Service is for those VPN customers who want to offload some dedicated
user data center operations such as software, compute, and storage,
to the shared cloud centers. Those customers often do not feel
comfortable using public Internet as the cloud center access network.
They also have more restrictive requirements on what and how the
virtualized cloud center resources, e.g., computing power, disk
spaces, and/or application licenses, can be shared.
VPN−Oriented Cloud Services allow the VPN services to be extended
into cloud data centers and to control the virtual resources sharing
functions. As a network and cloud service provider, a VPN−Oriented
Cloud−service product may be offered globally across multiple data
centers. Some of the data centers may be owned by a network provider,
while others may be owned by a partner/vendor. In addition, multiple
VPN−oriented Cloud−Service products can be offered from the same data
center.
VPN−Oriented Cloud Services differentiate itself from other cloud
services in the following aspects:
Strictly maintaining the secure, reliable, and logical isolation
characteristics of VPN;
Making the traditional data center services (like computing,
storage space, or application licenses) as additional attributes to
VPNs.
VPN having the control on how and what data center resources to be
associated with the VPN.
This draft describes the characteristics of those services, their
service requirements, and the corresponding requirements to data
center networks. It also describes a list of the problems that this
service is causing to the network provider/operator, especially for
the existing VPN customers. These issues must be addressed
immediately in order for service providers to facilitate the addition
of Cloud−based services to the VPNs of existing customer.
2. Terminology
DC:
So
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Virtual Machines
Virtual Private Network

3. Service definitions and requirements
There are various types of VPN−Oriented Cloud Services. Here are just
some examples:
VPN−oriented cloud computing service
This refers to Virtual Machines (VMs) and/or physical servers in a
cloud data center being added to a VPN customer. The VPN customer
can choose different properties on the computing power, such as
dedicated servers, preference on which data center to host those
servers, or special VMs which are shared with a group of other VPN
customers, and etc.
Any cloud data center providing the VPN−oriented computing services
SHOULD be able to automatically provision and/or change the
required resources based on the specified properties associated
with a VPN.
VPN customers SHALL be able to automatically instantiate or remove
hosts to/from the VPN’s associated Virtual Machines or dedicated
servers through the changing of the customer’s VPN properties.
VPN−oriented cloud storage service
This refers to disk space, either virtual or actual blocks of hard
drives in data centers, being added to a customer’s VPN. The VPN
customer SHOULD be able to choose different properties on the
storage space, such as: if the content has to replicated locally or
has to be replicated at geographically different locations; if the
storage has to be co−located with certain hosts; or which hosts
have access to the content, and etc.
These properties are strictly associated with the VPN. Any data
center providing the storage space for a VPN SHOULD be able to
automatically provision or change the required storage space based
on the property associated with the VPN.
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The VPN customer SHOULD be able to automatically add disc space or
remove disc space to the VPN’s associated storage through the
changing of the VPN properties.
Each VPN SHALL have the ability to limit the mobility of the stored
data to a certain geographic region confinement (country/state).

4. Requirements of Data Center networks in support of VPN−Oriented Cloud
Services
The success of VPN services in the enterprise and the government
world is largely due to its ability to virtually segregate the
customer traffic at layer 2 and layer 3. The lower the layer that
segregation can be maintained, the safer it is for the customers from
security and privacy perspectives. Today’s Data Centers use VLANs to
segregate servers and traffic from different customers. Since each
customer usually needs multiple zones (e.g., DMZ, Web Server zone,
and etc) to place different applications, each customer usually needs
multiple VLANs. Even small data centers today already consume several
thousands of VLANs. Therefore, pure VLAN segregation is not enough
for large data centers.
Network service providers view data center resources as added
attributes to VPNs. Therefore, traffic segregation per VPN is an
essential requirement to the success of VPN−oriented Cloud−Services
in the enterprises and government markets. Other essential
requirements include:
Requirements for extending VPNs into data center networks using VPN
gateways:
o The Cloud Service associated with certain VPN(s) SHALL be
transmitted over a pre−defined set of connections, and each
VPN utilizing the service SHALL be transmitted over a sub−set
of logical connections.
o The VPN gateway should maintain a mapping among Virtual or
physical Resources, physical/logical connections, with
specific VPNs.
o The VPN Gateway SHOULD be able to control the connection
traffic flow and assign the dedicated virtual resources
accordingly.
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Independent of the L2/3 technology, e.g., TRILL, PBB, SPB,
OpenFlow, and etc, used for connecting external (customer) VPNs and
data center virtual resources, e.g., , each VPN SHALL be given a
unique Service ID, and traffic separation SHALL be maintained per
Service ID.
When a L2/3 VPN is used as the network technology connecting the
external (customer) VPN and the data center virtual resources, each
external VPN SHALL be mapped to a unique internal VPN.
5. Data Center Resource Management Requirements for VPN−oriented Cloud
Service
Today, data center server resources are managed by data center
servers’ administrators or management systems, and supported by
hypervisors on the servers. The entire process is invisible to the
underlying networks. The data center management functions today
include managing servers, instantiating hosts to VMs, managing disk
space, and etc.
Traffic loading and balancing and QoS assignments for data center
networks are usually not considered by Data Center’s server
administration systems. There shall be a way that the VPN can connect
with the Data Center’s server administration systems that are
important to the concept and spirit of the VPN:
The resources in data center MUST be partitioned per VPN’s
requirements instead of the traditional partitioning per customer.
The Cloud orchestration system SHALL have the ability to dedicate
a specific block of disk space per services per VPN.
If a VPN requires dedicated access to blocks of disk space, the
data center disk management system SHALL allocate the required
disk space per VPN and be able to let VPN automatically retrieve
the identification of those disk spaces.
If a VPN specifies its associated storage space to be accessible
only by certain hosts, the data center disk management system
SHALL have the ability to indicate the mechanism used to prevent
the unwanted data retrieval for the block of disk space after it
is no longer used by the VPN, before it can be re−used by other
parties.
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The VPN SHALL have the ability to request dedicated L2/3 network
resources within the data center such as bandwidth, priorities,
and so on.
The VPN SHALL have the ability to hold the requested resources
without sharing with any other parties.
The VPN’s QoS assignments SHOULD be able to synchronize with the
Cloud virtual resources’ QoS assignments.
6. Security Requirements
VPN−Oriented Cloud Service SHOULD support a variety of security
measures in securing tenancy of virtual resources such as
resource locking, containment, authentication, access control,
encryption, integrity measure, and etc.
The VPN−Oriented Cloud Service SHOULD allow the security to be
configured end−to−end on a per VPN per−user basis. For example,
the Virtual Systems MUST resource−lock resources such as memory,
but must also provide a cleaning function to insure
confidentiality before being reallocated.
VPN−Oriented Cloud Service for private Clouds SHOULD specify an
authentication mechanism based on an authentication algorithm
(MD5, HMAC−SHA−1) for both header and payload. Encryption MAY
also be use to provide confidentiality.
Security boundaries MAY also be create to maintain domains of
TRUSTED, UNTRUSTED, and Hybrid. Within each domain access
control, techniques MAY be used to secure resources and
administrative domains.
7. Other Requirements
The VPN−Oriented Cloud Service SHALL support automatic end−to−
end network configuration.
The VPN−Oriented Cloud Service solution MUST have sufficient OAM
mechanisms in place to allow consistent end−to−end management of
the solution in existing deployed networks. The solution SHOULD
use existing protocols (e.g., IEEE 802.1ag, ITU−T Y.1731, BFD)
wherever possible to facilitate interoperability with existing
OAM deployments.
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8. IANA Considerations
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